Comparing Financial Personalities
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You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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When 2 Adventurers get together, they seek to learn
and create while exploring the unknown. But they
can get bored once something becomes repetitive.
So routines like budgeting don’t agree with either of
them, but they also don’t need money to be happy —
just each other and an adventure.
Adventurers investigate every nook and cranny, and
Ambassadors are happy to come along. But neither
is known for thinking through decisions, which can
sometimes push the relationship from supportive
to sour. With a watchful eye, they can have a fun
relationship that’s built to last.
While both love to learn and explore, Adventurers’
impulsive nature is counter to Architects’ meticulous
plans. But those differences mean that together with
Adventurers’ creativity and Architects’ precision, they
create a dynamite partnership.
Contrarians take the unfamiliar roads. Adventurers
travel down every road in sight. So they’re testing
every idea and loving it. But because money
management can distract from trying new things, if
neither wants to balance their finances, they can add
unnecessary stress to their lives.
Adventurers and Free Spirits are enthusiastic
explorers of the world, who tend to not worry
about the costs of exploration. If they can work
together when managing their money, they can
avoid the financial and mental stress of living the
life of explorers.
Adventurers seek out the new and different in life
and finance while Guardians value the consistent and
reliable. But, while vastly different, with balance, they
can make a great pair — both pushing each other out
of their comfort zones.
Adventurers seek to explore the world while Oases
much prefer exploring their own minds, but there’s
hardly a pair who thinks deeper or solves problems
as well as they do together. While finance doesn’t
rule their decision making, if they need to, they can
create financial excellence.
Adventurers are so excited to explore the unknown
that when together with Rocks — consistent beacons
of calm — they thrive. With Rocks reining in the
impulsiveness, this pair will be able to stay focused
and creatively solve any issue. And they’ll be having
fun, to boot.
Adventurers and Sparks get immediately restless if
they’re trapped in the same routine. By finding ways
to keep things new and interesting, their pairing only
gets stronger. But if they lose sight of their finances
they can fall victim to the financial stresses that can
ruin any pair.
There’s not a better traveling team — Adventurers
love to explore new places and Storytellers love
meeting new people — but it comes at a cost. That
cost is money, and neither loves to worry about
budgeting. But by taking the time to plan, they can be
an unstoppable duo of fun.

